Review of Orange Juice Extractor Machines
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ABSTRACT
There is some agricultural equipment for post harvesting of Orange fruit Juice, all the machine is geared towards extraction of the fruit juice. Fruit juice extraction is the act of wringing out the juice content of fruits by way of an effective processing and storage which enhance reduction in wastage. Fruit juices which literally have high antioxidants help in increasing serum capacity of the body and at the same time balances the oxidative stress and discomfort normally caused by high-fatty and sugar meals. The history of juice extraction dates back to the nineteenth century. The extraction of juice from its fruit has progressed tremendously from the old tedious method of squeezing to an automated juice extracting machine across the world, making it an essential tool for citrus farmers. Juice extractor machine are classified broadly into four types centrifugal, masticating, Triturating and Press juicers which may be operated manually or electrically. Many attempts have been made to extract oranges using both manual and mechanized means. Traditionally the task of extraction of orange is easy but time consuming. The manual still requires the operator to remove the pulps and the seeds while the mechanized is a whole automated process made easy. Both mechanized and manual fruit juice machines discussed in this work is developed to provide an affordable and user-friendly machine. These machine models exist all over the world with very few becoming popular while the rest got fizzle out due to their limitations. Then simple portable machines that squeeze the juices from the orange are to be reviewed in this work for better and healthy juice extraction.

1. Introduction

A juicer is a machine that has the capacity of producing juice from fruits, leafy green and vegetables. Several kinds of fruits or vegetables extracted are dependent on the type of fruit juicer developed [1]. A juice extractor is an implement that can extract juice from both fruits and vegetables. A juice extractor is a machine designed and fabricated to snap out fluid (juice) from the fruit, either by squeezing, pressing or crushing for the purpose of drinking. The juice extractors are classified into different types based on their mode of operation. Fruit juice extractor is an enhanced agricultural device which uses the pressing mechanism to extract juices from some fruit [2]. The fruit juice extraction unit operational processes are: sorting, grading, rinsing, peeling, cutting, juice formulation, clarification, storage and packaging [2].

This practice of squeezing, pressing and crushing of fruits just to obtain the juice and reduce the draw-back of waste and pulp is referred to as fruit juice extraction. The orange fruit can be eaten raw, or possibly extract its juice or fragrant peel as produce. Approximately 70% of citrus productions in 2012 were as a result of sweet oranges. In 2014, countries like California and Florida in United States of America with Brazil have ubiquitous rate of production of oranges with 70.9 million metric tons of oranges grown worldwide. Orange extraction started with hand extraction of juice which is rather slow, tedious and unhygienic, the use of machine came into being as the demand for juice consumption increased [3]. The benefits of using machine for extraction are: saves time, improves efficiency, increase capacity and reduced
spoilage and waste [4]. Physical operated juice extractors have been developed for home use but it has limited output [5]. Generally, electric powered juice extractors have accessories like electric motor, switch, belt, pulley, gears and bearings and components parts like a hopper which introduces the fruit to the machine compressing chamber, a housing unit (compressing chamber) which incorporates an array of pressers excepcionally arranged, a strainer (for sieve off waste), a juice collector container and a waste bin built-in for the orange waste (pulps, skin and seeds) disposal.

As there are no better ways to preserving this orange fruits, preservation of the orange fruits through extraction of the juice has been established as the most effective technique so far. With this extraction mechanism fruit juices can be stored and preserved for months or even years before expiration [2]. A simple machine produced from locally sourced materials for extraction of juice from the orange fruits effectively and efficiently at an affordable price so as to encourage a healthy living through consumption of fruit juice and longer preservation of the fruit during its harvest was necessary.

2. Juice extractor and its classification

A juice extractor also known as a juicer, is an implement used for extracting juice from fruits, leafy greens and other types of vegetables in a practice referred to as juicing [6]. It crushes squeezes and grinds the juice out from its fleshy tissue [7]. They are different types of juicer extractors; each works best for some variety of fruits and vegetables. Presently, juice extractors are classified into four essential types: masticator, centrifuge, triturating juicers (twin gear), and press juicer [8].

2.1. Centrifugal Juicer

Centrifuges designed as the fastest and most affordable of all motorized fruit juice extractor has mesh chamber where sharp blades rotate at a super-sonic speed to slice the fruits and extract the juice from the pulp [9]. These machines have advanced features that can process juice within seconds. Normally with a large feeding chute it can chew down larger volumes of fruit items even without pre-processing, this juicer reduces time sent on preparation work. Due to their very high speed noise, heat, and oxidation of the juice are observed. The heat generated breaks down certain enzymes and nutrients, while plenty air introduced oxidizes the juice their by causing a loss of nutrient thus reducing the juice quality as well as the shelf life. The basic component parts are plunger, top cover, top latch assembly, top blade, bottom blade, basket, juice bowl and mesh screen. Centrifugal juicers are produced by Breville, Omega, Hamilton, Black and Decker. They have speedy, short prepping, juicing, and cleaning time as advantage. They are simple to assemble/disassemble, compact for processing and also affordable.

2.2. Masticating Juicer (Cold Press Juicers)

A masticating juicer has a screw worm shaft that works to press and crush the orange into lesser bit before pressing it against the juice extraction compartment for juicing [9]. Masticating juicers are also referred to as single auger juicers or slow juicer, since it takes long time to produce fruit juice and vegetable juice as weighed alongside centrifuges. These machines are in two main varieties namely vertical and horizontal masticating juicers. Vertically configured models have larger auger and feeding chute while the horizontal juicers have feeding chute with smaller footprints, but are prone to blockage due to the placement of the pulp ejector. To avoid these small chutes problems which emanates pre-cutting of every produce before feeding is paramount. Masticators serve a multifunctional purpose of a grocery processor and grinder. Mostly found in kitchens as juice maker and grain mills. Even with their slow speed, they perform very well on both hard and soft agricultural produce of kale and orange; with exceptional juice quality occasioned by heat absences which naturally destroy both the enzymes and antioxidants in the juice. Masticators are seen as the best juicers for leafy greens. Basic components of masticating juicers are pusher, hopper, auger, perforated screen, spinning brush and silicon brush. They have high juice yield with improved juice quality. They function with tough and yielding materials but are generally costly.

2.3. Triturating Juicer

The triturating juicer comprises of two gears coupled closer to each another, with the intention of crushing, grinding and extracting juice from the agricultural produce using a low speed [9]. The extracted juices are smooth, pulsating, and excellent in nutrients. These machines have a knob that you can adjust to achieve the necessary back pressure which gives more control over different ranges of produce with varying firmness as to making it more efficient at extracting a lot of juice. Triturating juicer is similar to single-gear juicers, with additional functions like it has separate kits for noodles making, nuts and seeds grinding, and chopping vegetables while in other juicers they are all incorporated as a single unit. Triturating juicers are mostly heavy and bulky, mainly desired for commercial activities.

2.4. Press Juicer (Citrus Juicer)

Citrus juicers are of several types: vertical hand-press type, pneumatic or hydraulic juice press type, press bowl type, and spinning bowl type, with others not mentioned. They are produced both as manual and electric juicer at different prices, categorized in every shapes, sizes, and materials. Citrus juicers are mainly preferred for orange juice processing, but a good number of juicers can also process lime, lemon, grapefruit, and even pomegranate. This citrus juicer requires the fruits to be cut into half across the middle and then place on the juicer. Manual citrus juicers some of them have handle for pressing of the fruit and squeeze out the juice, while others have a cone like cup for pressing the fruit until it extracts the juice. The juicer can be considered as cold-pressed processing in absence of heat, even though they are motorized machine [10]. These juicers most of them have detachable parts, which make them very easy to couple, dismantle, and tidy up. They are the more preferred juicer among families that make their own fresh orange juice because it takes them less than 3minutes to process and even clean up the mess.
from the juice. Omega, Black and Decker are the renowned manufacturers of this juicer.

3. Manual citrus juice extractor operational assessment

3.1. Hand presser/squeezer

The manual juicers classified as hand juicing presser, are usually built with a rigid corrugated cone which presses down on half of any fruit be it orange, lime, lemon, tomato or other citrus fruit to extract its juice. This juicer requires your own muscle to squeeze the juices out from the fruits, but if it does not add heat to the juice, the result is a juice that is very nutrient-dense.

Hand Juice Press is a commercial grade juicer with a heavy-duty cast iron body and a 304 stainless steel strainer. It has a long, lightweight handle with a comfortable rubber grip to reduce any stress on your hand. This handle is in an upright position moving vertically downward at 90 degrees with a sturdy base that ensures no slipping or tilting during use. It has provided a safety hat to lock it into place so that it will not fall on you accidentally. This juicer is super-easy to use. It only takes three steps to process the fresh juice. First, cut your fruit into half, place the flat side down on the pressing plate, and press down the handle. The fruit juice is collected effortlessly. The strainer and funnel are both removable from the unit, making the units clean-up a breeze. This juice press leaves a lot of pulp in your juice. The overall dimensions are (220 x 180 x 370) mm and container diameter 120mm. See fig 3.1

3.2. Hand Squeeze Juicer

The Stainless-Steel orange squeezer is a heavy, 378grams, stainless steel juicer with superior strength. It has the right size of cup for any small citrus fruit to fit into. Larger oranges and grapefruit are too big for this unit. We noticed that the cup showed some pitting after minimal use. This unit has long, thick, silicone-bonded handles to ensure the best comfort for your hand, and give you the best leverage to get the most quantity of juice. There is an issue with the handles, though. This orange squeezer is safe for easy cleaning, but the rubber on the handles is not molded on. That means if you throw it in the dishwasher, water will get in under the rubber coating and allow it to slip off. Juice squeezer has several models. See fig 1b.

3.3. Hand- held Juicer

It is a 71-gram unit with its own measuring cup, and a strainer built into the reamer. The reamer fits on the top of the measuring cup, but it does not lock in its position very well. You may have to help hold it in place with the same hand you are using to hold the cup.

The measuring cup has a drip-free pour spout, so you can transfer your juice into whatever container you like without making a mess. The measuring cup and reamer is both Bisphenol A -free for your good health. The reamer can be removed from the cup for easy cleaning. The reamer is a bit easy to clean, but the cup takes a little more effort. This juicer is pretty small, not leaving a whole lot of room for your hand to fit into. What makes it even more challenging is that the cup has a slightly narrowed neck, which makes the opening even smaller. It can still be named oxo good grip citrus juicer which is manufacturers’ trade name.

3.4. Dome shape juicer

This juicer has multiple functions. If the reamer is facing up, it’s suitable for juicing lemons, oranges, and other citrus fruits. When you flip the reamer over and have it pointing downward, it does excellently at juicing watermelon, pomegranate, and large fruits. The juice is caught in a cup that holds one cup of liquid. It is consisted of middle seat, Juice cup and upper cover. This juicer is easy to assemble and take apart to clean, but it does have a lot of pieces to keep. See Fig 2b

3.5. Cup Hand- held citrus Juicer

It is not a standard juicer. The top cup helps to hold your fruit, while you can use the collection container for drinking of juice. The lid can be flipped over, so that it stores neatly inside the cup, but it can also act as an egg separator when in this inverted position. The unit consists of two different sizes of reamers, one 12-tooth reamer developed to extract juice optimally by fully pressing each lemon, lime or any other smaller citrus fruit; and the other is one 3-claw large reamer for juicing bigger fruits and orange. There is also a large 476gram capacity cup for collection of juice. At times referred to as manufacturer of the product like sunhanny orange squeezer.

3.6. An orange juice Extractor

A designed and constructed orange juice extrator machine with diameter of 160 mm and a height of 350 mm have small blades sharpened that is coupled to a shaft which rotates with the bevel gear drive mechanism to actualize the fruit extraction [12]. The returning of the handle rotates the machine designed for high efficiency and ease of operation, which combine the extraction and
beating often by macerating. The orange juice extractorencompasses of two main component parts a goblet and a physically operated mechanism. The physically operated mechanism contains a pair of bevel gear, two bearings and two shafts all in a casing. The following components were fastened to make up the drive mechanism, handle, Small sharpened blades, impeller shaft, bearing, dynamic seal and the goblet for leak proof. The performance test of the extractor machine showed that about 180-220 oranges were extracted per hour.

Figure 3: (a) Illustrating the Cup hand-held citrus juicer operation (b) component parts of a cup hand-held citrus juicer [11]

Figure 4: Diagram of Manual orange juice extractor with the component parts as shown in the legend [12].

4. Electric power operated orange Juice Extractors

4.1. Masticating machines

The mass of juice in waste product was ascertained using the technique of American Society of Agricultural Engineers (1982), which involved oven drying the chaff at 130˚C until a constant weight was reached. A stop watch and weighing balance were both used to obtain the time of extraction and measure the mass of the extracted fruit and chaff. The experiment was replicated five time using orange, while for multipurpose extraction machine it is replicated thrice for each fruit. The test was carried out at different extraction speeds with the aid of gear arrangement. The juice yield, extraction efficiency and extraction loss of these machines were calculated using equations (4.1 – 4.3) as stated below

\[
J_Y = \left( \frac{M_JE}{M_{JE}+M_{RW}} \right) \times 100
\]

Extraction efficiency equation

\[
E_F = \left( \frac{M_{JE}}{XM_{FS}} \right) \times 100
\]

Extraction loss equation

\[
E_L = \left( \frac{M_{FS}-(M_{JE}+M_{RW})}{M_{FS}} \right) \times 100
\]

where:
- \(M_{JE}\) = Mass of Juice extracted (kg)
- \(M_{RW}\) = Mass of Residual waste/dry pulp (kg)
- \(M_{FS}\) = Mass of Feed sample (kg)
- \(J_Y\) = Juice yield (%)
- \(E_F\) = Extraction efficiency (%)
- \(E_L\) = Extraction loss (%)

The juice constant was calculated by getting the ratio of the sum of masses of juice extracted and juice in chaff to the mass of fruit feed sample.

Juice constant of Orange fruit

\[
X = \left( \frac{M_JE+M_{JC}}{M_{FS}} \right)
\]

where:
- \(X\) = Juice constant of fruit (decimal)
- \(M_{JC}\) = Mass of Juice in the chaff

4.1.1 Juice pulping machine

A juice pulping machine is an electrically powered juicer [13]. It consists of an auger-sieve combination placed above an aluminum frame, a handle for manual operation and produces juice free of seed and skin. The fruit press consists of a crusher mounted on components like screw-thread, crusher and slated cage. The machine is a lever operated press that grinds and crushes in one operation with an output of about 25 litres of juice per hour when operated by one person. The machine is using a masticating process.

Figure 5: Image of Juice pulping machine [13]

4.1.2 Juice Extractor machine

The juice extractor machine has a power requirement of 1.17 kW and is operated by a 1420 rpm electric motor [14]. Both the extraction capacity and extraction efficiency of the extractor
machine were performed. With an average juice extraction capacity for orange as 5.10 kg/hr and its extraction efficiency as 78.78% while that of grape is 2.79 kg/hr and 75.66% respectively. 280% of the manual extraction approach was reported as orange juice extraction capacity while 304% of the values obtained were activated by using a domestic extraction cup. The manual extraction method accounted for 220% grape juice extraction, with 180% of the value obtained necessitated by the use of the extraction cup. The straight auger introduced as a replacement for tapered one resulted in an increase in the juice extraction efficiency of 89.2% and juice extraction capacity of 15.8 kg/h for sweet orange. The shaft speeds of the machine were studied with sorted grades of fruits according to its size and thickness with respect to extraction efficiency and capacity using regression analysis. The various fruit thickness used for the test was 20, 40, and 60 mm with extractor shaft speeds of 300, 400, 500 and 600 rpm. Three categorical sizes of pineapple and orange fruits studied showed that juice extraction efficiency and capacity have very strong quadratic relationships with speed. An exceptional linear relationship exists between extractor shaft speed and its capacity for 60 mm apple thickness.

4.2. Juice Extractor machine

Juice Extractor machine has been developed with the performance evaluation conducted as a function of its extraction efficiency [15]. The extractor components parts are as follows: screw jack, screw connecting rod, pressing mechanism, frame, interlock, hopper, and discharge mechanism. The performance evaluation tests showed an improved juice yield of 76%, with extraction efficiency of 83% and low extraction loss of 3%. It is a masticating machine with the same basic component parts.

4.3. Mini Orange juice extractor

Mini orange juice extractor was constructed with locally available fabrication materials for a small scale processing [16]. The mastication machine components parts includes hopper for feeding in orange, a lid cover, auger shaft, strainer, juice conveyor, trash outlet, transmission belt, frame support, pulleys and bearings. During processing, the auger shaft transmits, compresses, squashes and constrict the fruit to extort the juice which in turn passes through the juice sieve for filtration and then to the juice conveyor while the remaining waste is pushed to a trash bin. An average juice yield of 41.6% and juice extraction efficiency of 57.4% were recorded. The machine has a 2 horse power electric motor with juice extraction capacity of 14 kg/h. See figure 6.

4.4. A motorized Fruit Juice Extractor

A motorized fruit juice extractor machine was developed with the orange fruits washed and weighed (as 1kg, 1.5kg and 2kg respectively) of fruit sliced into 8 and 16 parts using the extractor to process the juice [17]. The juice yield, extraction loss and extraction efficiency of the machine were obtained using equations 4.1- 4.3 above. Normal juice yield of 64.6% extraction efficiency of 68.2% and corresponding extraction loss of 7.05% were obtained from the 16 slice lengths of orange fruit. From the test result carried out using the juice extractor and the hand squeezing method, it was obvious that the rate of extraction increases as the weight of fruit increases with a corresponding increase in the juice yield and extraction efficiency. The juice extraction efficiency average and capacity were 57.70% and 25.83% respectively. This study reveals that juice yield and extraction efficiency reduces while extraction loss rises with amplified size of fruit slices. Juice yield, extraction efficiency and extraction loss from 16 slice lengths oranges ranged between 48.90 – 64.60 %, 50.00 – 68.20 % and 0.6 – 7.35 % respectively. The higher extraction efficiency (mean value) of 57.70% of the juice extractor reported the extraction rate to be more proficient than that of the hand squeezing method which has extraction efficiency (mean value) of 28.5%. The motorized juice extractor components includes Hopper, Transmission Belt, Power Shaft coupling, Bearing, residual Outlet, Juice conveyor, Shaft housing, Seal, Cylindrical Drum, Electric Motor, Bolt, Adjustable Port and Frame Support.

4.5. A Multi-Fruit Juice Extractor

Multi-fruit juice extractor design and construction with performance evaluation on fruits of pineapple, orange and melon were conducted [15]. The extractor functions on the principle of compressive and shear squeezing force wielded through an auger transmission system. The associated component parts consists of a tool frame, collection channel, gear box, juice extraction chamber, tapered auger shaft, perforated screen base, and electric motor. The components design analysis provided the parameters incorporated in the sizing, fabrication and coupling of the machine. Performance evaluation of peeled or unpeeled fruits of pineapple, orange and water melon indicated percentage juice yield of 79.1, 68.7%, and 77 or 69.2%, 89.5 and 89.7% respectively, while extraction efficiency of 96.9%, 94.3%, and 96.6% for peeled pineapple, oranges and water melon respectively and 83.6%, 84.2%, and 97.1% respectively for unpeeled and extraction losses of peeled and unpeeled fruits of pineapple, oranges and water melon are 2.1 and 2.7%, 2.1 and 2.5%, and 2.9 and 2.6% respectively. The machine is recommended for households and
local fruit juice vendors because its operation is simple, easy and maintenance friendly. See figure 7.

![Image of a multi Fruit juice Extractor](image1)

Figure 7: Image of a multi Fruit juice Extractor [15]

4.6. Mechanized Fruit Juice Extracting

This extractor machine serves as both slicer and extractor of fruits and vegetable [18] with the assistance of the slicing blade, screw conveyor shaft, hopper, electric motor, gear train, conical resistor, juice collector, waste collector, barrel and ball bearings it exerts contact shear and compressive force. The fruits fed into the machine are continuously crushed by a metal crusher against the metal surface that separates the juice from the waste which then is collected through a unique channel while the wastes are pushed to the trash bin. The efficiency of the machine is 67% output and the throughput of 4.8 litres per Minute. It is a masticating machine with a robust construction and convenient design. It appears as table top machine with the dimensions as 500mm x 300mm, therefore there are available for domestic and commercial activities.

![Image of Fruit juice extractor machine](image2)

Figure 8: Image of Fruit juice extractor machine [19]

4.7. Fruit juice extractor machine

This machine is divided into two basic compartments: the chopping and the juice extracting compartments [19]. The performance evaluation results reported a typical juice yield of pineapple, orange and ginger were 74 %, 72 % and 34 % respectively; while juice extraction efficiencies of 84 %, 80 % and 71 % respectively; and juice extraction losses of 18 %, 16 % and 9 % respectively at optimum machine speed of 335 rpm for pineapple and oranges whereas 476 rpm is for ginger. This Extractor with 3hp electric motor has the capacity of process 30 litres/hr of oranges. See figure 8.

4.8. Modified Fruit juice Machine

A manual fruit juice machine fabricated by Onyene was modified by the addition of electric motor [20]. Then performance evaluation to ensure that the already existing extraction parts can work well with the new amount of power that the motor produces when compared with human power. The auger transmits, crushes, presses and constricts the fruits to extract the juice. The juice extract passes through the sieve for filtration and collection in the juice collector while the waste is trashed into the basket. When tested for freshly harvested orange and pineapple fruits, results show that the normal juice yield for orange and pineapple were respectively 23.20% and 24.75 % as against 17.47% and 17.50% of the manual extractor; juice extraction efficiencies were respectively 60.22% and 65.76% as against 50.32% and 53.76% of the manual extractor; and juice extraction losses were respectively 12.86% and 14.04% as against 12.06% and 11.34% of the manual extractor at 1.2kg/min feed rate. The modified machine was calculated to be 21.04% more efficient than the manual operated machine. This extractor is powered by a 3hp electric motor with a process capacity of 16.2 litres/hr of orange. See figure 9.

![Image of Hand modified Fruit juice Extractor](image3)

Figure 9: Image of Hand modified Fruit juice Extractor [20]

4.9. Motorized Juice Extractor machine

A motorized juice extractor machine was developed and evaluated [21] with the results of the evaluation of fruit yield for orange, pineapple and golden melon as 38.00, 51.43 and 39.67% respectively, with extraction efficiencies of 65.47, 83.94 and 53.17% respectively while the juice extraction loss of 6, 9 and 28% respectively for the three fruits mentioned above. This extractor component parts includes the hopper, slicing chamber, extracting chamber, frame support and channels for juice and waste discharge. The juice extraction machine is powered by 2 horse power electric motor. See figure 10.
4.10. **Centrifuge juice extractor machine**

4.10.1. **Centrifugal Beach Juicer Machine**

It is a Centrifugal machine with a 76mm Big Mouth Feed Chute, power capacity 800W. The units comprises of orange reamer, strainer, knob, bumper, cup and its support kits, gear rack, under counter pulp chute, and micro mesh metal strainer and blade set.

4.11. **Triturating and Citrus orange extractor machine**

4.11.1. **Automatic orange juice extractor**

An Automatic orange juice extractor is a 120 watt electric juicer which processes an astounding 22 to 30 oranges per minute. It weighs between 44kg - 46 kg as durable machine with the dimensions 508 x 890 x 508 mm, and is enclosed in a corrosion resistant, stainless steel housing. Although it is an ‘orange’ juicer, but can still be used for your other citrus fruits extraction, such as limes, grapefruit or succulent lemons for lemonade. This juicer has a strainer that collects the pulps and seeds as well as filter for your fresh juice, giving you the juice, and keeping the rest in a waste basket. This juicer has a very easy operational and cleaning approach with a safety cut-off switch. In operation, fruits are introduced into the machine through the hopper. They are received by the orange collector and sliced into two halves by means of a knife placed between the two collectors. Each half of the orange enters the collector is then pressed by the rotary balls. Thus, the machine transports, slices and presses the fruit inside the extraction chamber until juice is pressed out of the fruit. The juice extracted is drained through the perforation provided at the bottom of the extraction chamber. The halved squeezed orange residual waste is thrown out through the pulp outlet on both sides of the machine. The component parts of this machine included gear drive, Reamers (knaggy balls), Remaining collectors, knife, sieve, hopper, waste bucket and electric motor.

5. **Conclusion**

The orange juice extraction machines have existed for a very long time now but the limitations associated with the once in use have raised concern for a review and best way to harness the fruits available during its season. Orange juice extraction is still a serious issue that desires attention, since a greater percentage of the fruit turns as waste during its season. In Nigeria for instant there is a large-scale cultivation of orange fruits, which requires a suitable mechanism to be identified and developed for the fruit optimal harvest. Several attempts have been made in the past to mechanize the extraction of orange juice. Those attempts produced both manually and electrically operated machines. Some of the machines were gigantic, uneconomical, time and energy consuming. There is a great need to explore these existing mechanisms which apparently would be both economical and satisfactory to end users. Depending upon the needs of farmers and consumers, a suitable mechanism must to be selected.
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